Dear Friends,

After nearly 17 years away, I am thrilled to be back in the Pacific Northwest and to serve as ACRS’ new executive director. I want to take a moment to thank Diane Narasaki who retired after 23 years of incredible service to ACRS and to this community. She’s a fierce advocate who has made a lasting impact to advance civil rights, equity and social justice. She transitions leaving an organization stronger than ever. For this, I’m grateful to her.

As I begin in this position, I think about ACRS’ 45 years of service to the community and what it means. At the recent 45th anniversary gala, I learned very quickly the answer to that question. There, I saw the presence of an electrified crowd of 850+ friends, community leaders and members, elected officials, past and present staff and board members, volunteers, donors, as well as leaders from our region’s finest academic, corporate and philanthropic institutions. Their presence demonstrated that ACRS is about the power of our community and how much we can accomplish when we all work together. And through this collective community effort, ACRS has become what it is today – a major advocacy voice for Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders (AAPI) and other communities of color or vulnerability – as well as a leader in linguistically accessible, culturally relevant services.

I appreciate how ACRS is about all of us and reflect on my own 15 year tenure leading a very similar agency in Ohio working with a passionate and committed AAPI community. In Cleveland, I saw firsthand how working side-by-side with community members and leaders, policymakers, and other key allies that we were able to create a health center for AAPI immigrant and refugee communities so they no longer needed to take a midnight bus to New York City to access care in their language and care that recognized their cultural background. There, too, AAPI communities fulfilled their vision to have a stronger advocacy voice, and came together from all corners of the state of Ohio to organize the annual AAPI Legislative Day to communicate with our policymakers about the needs of the community.

We are at a very challenging moment in our history that will test our community’s resolve. The Muslim ban last year has resulted in members of our Muslim community feeling unsafe. The increased presence and action of ICE (Immigration and Customs Enforcement) means the separation and detention of parents and their children. There are also proposed changes at the federal level that will make it more difficult for our community members with limited means to apply to become a U.S. citizen, or force lower income AAPI families to choose between accessing basic public assistance of food, healthcare, and housing or becoming a lawful permanent resident (green card holder). Hate crimes against our community and others are also on the rise – a recent Seattle Times article using data from the FBI indicates a dramatic rise in our area; faster than the national average. Lastly, there continues to be threats to the most vulnerable members of our community, including transgender people, who are members of our families and our friends, as proposed policy changes seek to eliminate the recognition of transgender people.

Continues on page 22
Strengthening Our Approach to Whole Health Care

Whole-person, client-centered care is part of the Medicaid Transformation Project.

For so long, people seeking services to improve their health have had to deal with many different systems—medical, behavioral health, government and social services—with little or no coordination between them. This makes it hard or even impossible for people to get the care and support services they need, especially if they already face challenges, like having limited English-speaking skills and financial resources.

For most of ACRS’ 45 years, coordinating care and helping our clients access most if not all of their needed services within the continuum of linguistically accessible and culturally competent services at ACRS, or externally among our community partners and other public resources, has always been a critical part of our service model. One example is our Wellness for Asian Pacific Americans (WAPA) program which is offered in close partnership with International Community Health Services (ICHS). ICHS medical and dental staff provide onsite primary care for ACRS adult mental health clients. In turn, our behavioral health staff and psychiatrist provide services at ICHS clinics.

Whole-person, client-centered care will now be launched in King County as part of the Medicaid Transformation Project. Fully Integrated Managed Care (FIMC) will begin January 1, 2019, with five Managed Care Organizations and King County Behavioral Health Recovery Services Division partnering to manage Medicaid funds from the State. Organizations like ACRS will be delivering services under a special partnership entity between providers and King County called Integrated Care Network or ICN.

The new system calls for collaborative and innovative partnerships among health, behavioral health, social service and government organizations to improve health equity and outcomes for people with Medicaid coverage. This means screening clients for health issues like heart disease, asthma, diabetes or other health issues. It also means asking clients if they need housing, food, job assistance, child care, transportation, financial or legal aid, etc., as well as taking care of their mental health issue[s] or substance use disorder[s]. While ACRS staff have done this for years, we can now expand the WAPA model to regional adoption of the model. It will benefit the entire community by reducing costly emergency room visits and readmissions, early deaths and suicides, and help folks live self-sufficient and healthy lives.
Proposed Changes to Public Charge Policy Will Hurt Immigrants

In the final months of 2018, we have seen more attacks on our immigrant communities from the Trump administration. These attacks have come in the form of proposed administrative rule changes, which would have significant impacts on immigrants in the U.S., especially low-income individuals and families.

One of the proposed changes was announced by the Trump administration in October and pertain to what is commonly referred to as the “public charge” consideration. Public charge policy has remained consistent for over a hundred years and may be used by the federal government when someone applies for legal permanent resident status (a green card). If someone is likely to become a “public charge,” or dependent on the government as their main source of support, their application may be denied. However, the public charge “test” has rarely been used to deny green cards, and only in very narrow circumstances.

On October 10, the administration published a proposed rule change to the Federal Register that, if enacted, would deny visa holders a green card if they have used any of the following public benefits (which they are legally eligible for): public housing or Section 8 housing vouchers, Medicare Part D, Non-emergency Medicaid, and the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (food stamps). Furthermore, it would penalize green card holders who have used these benefits and who wish to sponsor family members living in their home countries to immigrate to the U.S. Some immigrant groups, such as refugees, asylees, and other humanitarian visa holders would not be subject to the public charge test.

If this rule change is enacted, it will represent a significant departure from current policy and would make immigrants have to choose between utilizing temporary public assistance programs they need to achieve financial self-sufficiency or becoming a permanent resident of the U.S. This rule change would encourage immigrants to forego essential services such as primary care and public housing—potentially resulting in increases in such things as emergency room visits or homelessness, both of which would cost taxpayers more money in the long run.

This rule change was leaked to the press last spring, and the immigrant advocacy community has been preparing for it since then. ACRS, and many others, are working to stop this change, which will hurt the most vulnerable, low-income immigrants and their families. To date, over 180,000 comments have been submitted to the Federal Register in response to this proposed rule change. The comment period closes on December 10, 2018.
Imagine moving to another state where you have to immediately establish safe housing, apply for social services, enroll your children in school and figure out the best methods of transportation in your community. Learning how to navigate new systems can be a daunting and stressful situation. Now imagine you are a newly arrived immigrant or refugee to the United States, how would you navigate the systems? The various systems in the United States can be challenging for anyone, let alone someone who may not speak the language, know the culture or have access to the appropriate resources.

ACRS provides supportive bicultural and bilingual services for our immigrant and refugee communities and diligently advocates for new services when needed. In 2019, we will launch a new family support program as part of our Children, Youth and Families (CYF) department. With generous support from the City of Seattle, we will address gaps in systems navigation assistance and focus on empowering self-sufficiency within our Asian American and Pacific Islander (AAPI) communities.

The Support for Asian American Pacific Islander Families program will work with newly arrived immigrant and refugee families with school-aged children who reside in Seattle or attend schools in Seattle by sharing comprehensive information to build knowledge and self-sufficiency skills to strengthen their understanding of and ability to navigate U.S. systems such as public schools, social services and government systems. The program offers opportunities for families to learn about services available to them and empower them to utilize the services independently through culturally and linguistically appropriate community workshops about systems navigation. Our staff will work primarily with Chinese families since they make up the largest (27%) AAPI ethnic group in Seattle Public Schools. However, families of any ethnicity are welcome to participate.

The long-term goal of the Support for AAPI Families program is to support immigrant and refugee families in building lifelong skills and knowledge to help them succeed and thrive in our communities through increased confidence and self-sufficiency.
Civic Engagement

AAPIs and Our Democracy

Like other immigrant and refugee communities, and other communities of color in our country, there has hardly ever been a more important time for Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders (AAPIs) to be engaged, organized, and able to advocate for ourselves.

In just the past year, we have seen more and more policies and rules coming from our federal government causing concern among AAPIs as well as immigrants and refugees, but we have also seen greater enthusiasm for civic engagement both locally at ACRS and statewide in Washington.

Through the AAPI Democracy Initiative at ACRS and in collaboration with our Asian Pacific Islander Coalition partners, we’ve been able to mobilize our community members to participate in the midterm elections through a variety of exciting civic engagement activities. Along with our partners, we have helped activate AAPIs through election information sessions, multilingual phone and texting banks, ballot and voting parties, and candidate and issue forums. We have made direct contact with thousands of AAPI voters through our activities in more than 10 languages, and have seen very high interest from our communities in participating in our democracy.

All of the activity and energy around the midterm elections resulted in strong voter turnout in King County, with 981,439 ballots returned (76% turnout rate). This is the highest we have seen in the county in at least 20 years.

As a result of this election, Washington State passed Initiative 940 (also known as De-escalate Washington), which will help our state reform laws on police accountability by removing a need for prosecutors to prove that an officer acted in ‘malice’ when using lethal force, and also creating stronger requirements for mental health and de-escalation training for police officers.

Strong AAPI candidates on the general election ballot may also have helped to encourage turnout from our community. As of this election, Joe Nguyen has become the first Vietnamese American to hold the position of State Senator in Washington, and My-Linh Thai has become the first first-generation refugee to win statewide office in our state. Mona Das, a first generation Indian American woman won her race for State Senate to become our second South Asian woman in the State Senate. They will join other AAPI legislators in the upcoming legislative session, including Rep. Sharon Tomiko Santos, Sen. Bob Hasegawa, Rep. Cindy Ryu, Sen. Manka Dhingra, Rep. Vandana Slatter, Rep. Mia Su-Ling Gregerson, and Rep. Monica Stonier.

While ACRS is a nonpartisan organization and we do not support candidates for office, we are excited to see greater representation for our communities in our elected government.

With the midterm elections behind us, ACRS and our other civic engagement partners are looking forward to the upcoming 2019 legislative session for our state. We will work together again to mobilize over a thousand of our community members from across the state to join us in Olympia for Asian Pacific American Legislative Day on January 23, 2019. This will be the next opportunity for our communities to come together in our state’s capital to make sure our representatives hear the voices of diverse AAPI communities and learn what issues matter most to them. It will be an incredible day of action where our diverse AAPI groups can come together to continue to build their political power as we draw closer to the 2020 presidential election and the all-important decennial Census, both of which will have long-lasting impacts on our AAPI communities.

Learn more and get involved! Email civicvoice@acrs.org for more information.
Volunteer Spotlight: Yoyo Yao

Yoyo Yao has seen more of ACRS than most volunteers. During her year and a half of service, she has helped out in more than eight different programs across the agency. She has supported ACRS programs ranging from our English language classes to Individual Provider (homecare worker) Compliance, to the Club Bamboo Kitchen, Get Out the Vote phone banking and medical billing, and even lending a hand with preparations for our major community events. She has dedicated more than 460 hours of service during this timeframe and has added tremendous value to our work.

“I like being able to try our new areas and new types of work. It’s been nice as it has helped me learn more about what I want to do as a career,” says Yoyo. We love it when volunteers help out across different programs because when we have someone who is already caring and familiar with the agency, it can be an easy transition from one role to another—and there is always so much that needs to be done at ACRS!

It’s not just about the quantity of service, but also the quality. Yoyo has received four nominations for volunteer of the month. This is what some of ACRS staff have to say about Yoyo:

“Yoyo will come in early in the morning with a positive attitude and a bright smile accompanying it. She goes above and beyond with the work that she does. Not only will she complete tasks in a timely manner, she is comfortable speaking with clients and assisting them to other departments!” – Case Manager in Aging and Adult Services

“Though Yoyo is not a volunteer in my department, I have found her to be open and welcoming. A couple of weeks ago, we had some youth drop-in requesting help with math, which is not a strength of mine. I tried my best, but later in the evening I had a family come in for a session, I was not able to continue helping the youth and we did not have other staff available. As I passed by Yoyo, I asked her if she would be willing to help out and she quickly agreed. The youth she helped out reported that she was able to clearly explain the concepts and I am grateful for her willingness to step up to help. The following week I shared the youth’s feedback and Yoyo presented me with printouts she had made for the students. Yoyo really went above and beyond of what I could expect of anyone!” – Counselor with our Children, Youth and Families department

“[Yoyo] is always willing to step up and also supports us with needs that arise that are not always glamorous but need to get done. She’s incredibly efficient with things like data entry and translation yet also very warm and thoughtful towards clients others.” – Member of our Development team

“She helps wherever she is asked. Her skills are excellent, as is her attention to detail, She has a great attitude, and is very well-liked by staff in many departments at the agency.” – Member of our Employment and Citizenship team

We are so often humbled by the way in which ACRS volunteers go above and beyond to support our community. Yoyo is certainly one of our many volunteers who make ACRS the amazing place it is. She has brought hope, opportunity and voice to our community and we are immensely thankful for her contributions.
ACRS’ 45th anniversary gala brought together four and half decades of supporters. Photo by Wilmer Galindo

ACRS’ 45th anniversary gala was a record-breaking success, with almost 1,000 ACRS supporters, corporate partners, and volunteers joining the celebrations at the Hyatt Regency Bellevue on October 27, 2018. The gala featured a VIP reception with local luminaries, a vibrant Samoan slap dance by the Laumua Boys and a special performance by local AAPI artists Geo Quibuyen and Daniel Pak, who unveiled a song they wrote for ACRS to commemorate 45 years of hope, opportunity and voice.

The audience was moved by Diane Narasaki as she thanked all of the individuals who gave their support to ACRS during her 23 years as executive director. The baton was then passed to incoming executive, Michael Byun, whose tenure began on December 3.

The crowd raised more than $300,000 during Raise the Paddle portion of the evening and along with spirited live and silent auctions, and other fundraising activities, the community gave more than $660,000! We extend our deepest appreciation to Presenting Sponsor Comcast NBCUniversal for their partnership throughout the year, as well as our Anniversary Sponsor, Ellen Ferguson, for her unwavering support and friendship spanning decades.

Hats off also to Legacy Sponsor Pacific Market International (PMI) and Partner Sponsor The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. Big thanks to Helsell Fetterman LLP, Kaiser Permanente, Miller Nash Graham & Dunn, Rainier Vehicle and Vessel Licensing, UW School of Social Work, Seattle Healing Arts, and Swedish.

Please accept our heartfelt thanks to all the guests, volunteers and staff who made our 45th anniversary gala a resounding success. Finally, we are so appreciative of our dedicated gala committee, co-chaired by Angelie Chong, Derek Edmonds and Harold Taniguchi.
Gala guests fervently bid on silent auction prizes. 2 The Laumua Boys heralded the beginning of the dinner program and were a highlight for guests. 3 Long-time friends Diane Narasaki and Congresswoman Pramila Jayapal sharing a moment of joy. 4 Past ACRS executive directors Theresa Fujiwara [L] and Dave Okimoto [R] delivering the opening remarks. 5 New ACRS executive director Michael Byun sharing his excitement about his return to the ACRS family. 6 ACRS board member and gala committee member, Gloria Shin, posing for a glamor shot with friends at the photo booth. Photos by Naomi Ishisaka [lead photographer] and Sam Le.
Many of us use technology every day at work and at home to communicate, connect with others and find resources. For immigrants and refugees who are rebuilding their lives in the U.S., digital literacy is as vital to accessing opportunities as is English language proficiency. Without basic computer skills, they are at greater risk of isolation and are often left behind in the job market. ACRS is grateful for generous support from Comcast NBCUniversal, which has enabled us to develop a robust, year-round digital literacy program for ACRS clients.

ACRS’ Digital Literacy Program features a 10 week class, offered four times a year. Students learn new skills each week, beginning with computer basics like typing and how to access the Internet. By the end of the program, students know how to utilize online job portals, use email, upload their resumes to cloud based storage and navigate resources like Google Maps and LinkedIn.

Thanks to support from Comcast NBCUniversal, the Digital Inclusion Initiative is helping to bridge the digital divide in our communities. Since ACRS launched the program in 2016, hundreds of people have gained vital skills that have opened doors to opportunities, resources and information.

The grant from the Comcast Foundation is in recognition of Comcast’s commitment to the communities where its customers and employees live and work. Since its founding in 1999, the Comcast Foundation has distributed more than $200 million in cash support of programs implemented locally in Comcast communities.
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Each June, we are inspired to see nearly a thousand people gather at Seward Park for our annual Walk for Rice. This beloved all-ages community event was founded in 1990 by Herb Tsuchiya and his late wife Bertha, along with their friend, Sam Mitsui. 40 walkers raised $1,800 during the first Walk on Beacon Hill. In the nearly three decades since, the Walk has been raising money to support the ACRS Food Bank and our nutrition programs. The funds raised are a vital part of addressing hunger among the most vulnerable members of our local Asian American and Pacific Islander (AAPI) community. This year’s Walk took place on Saturday, June 30, 2018 and included dozens of teams representing businesses, schools, and generations of community groups and families.

King County Executive Dow Constantine made opening remarks about the importance of the event for the community before ACRS’ (now retired) executive director, Diane Narasaki, spoke to the current challenges we are facing as a nation with respect to immigration. She invited attendees to join ACRS in reinforcing the message that “families belong together” by taking up signs as they proceeded along 2.5 mile loop around the park, and joining the rally at the SeaTac Detention Center later on that same afternoon.

Prior to the Walk, participants enjoyed a Cambodian blessing dance, a Sikh martial arts demonstration, a Bollywood singer, Lao traditional music and dance, Japanese taiko drumming and a performance by the always stunning Seattle Chinese Girls Drill Team.

Many food bank and nutrition programs beneficiaries are seniors over 65 and youth under 18 years of age. ACRS staff and volunteers serve our mostly AAPI clientele by providing foods they recognize, like rice, tofu, noodles and fresh fruits and vegetables, which are purchased with proceeds from the Walk and not readily available through the regional food pantry network. Earlier this year, ACRS expanded the number of our mobile meal sites to 26 in order to serve the needs of additional groups who live further out in King, Snohomish and Pierce counties and cannot readily get to the ACRS Food Bank. In recent years, proceeds from Walk for Rice has accounted for up to half of the funds needed to offer these vital services, which distributed
about one million pounds of food to more than 5,200 individuals and families in 2017.

Fortunately, *Walk for Rice* continues to help meet the needs of our community. A coalition of AAPI business professionals with representatives from some of the region’s largest employers including Pacific Market International (PMI), UPS, Comcast, Microsoft, Boeing, Starbucks, Swedish, Amazon, Kaiser Permanente, Ernst & Young, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and others joined forces to raise additional funds and awareness of hunger in response to a loss of funding from ACRS’ past participation in a nationwide food bank match that has provided between $50,000 to $100,000 each year for the last few years.

Everyone’s combined efforts secured more than $200,000 as part of the 2018 *Walk for Rice*. We are so grateful for our generous community and hope you’ll join us next year!

1 ACRS board members and Diane Narasaki at the start of the Walk. 2 ACRS senior nutrition programs manager, Miguel Saldin, with his daughter. 3 Ranjeet Gatka Akhara Martial Arts team members wow onlookers with their moves. 4 The Mighty Monsters made a splash at this year’s Walk with their matching purple tees. 5 A beautiful Cambodian blessing dance kicked off this year’s Walk. Photos by Jack Storms (lead photographer) and Teresa Ling.
Celebrating a Decade in Our Home

On August 23, more than 300 community members attended ACRS’ Open House in commemoration of our 10 year building anniversary. Guests enjoyed cultural performances by Club Bamboo seniors, interactive workshops led by staff, delicious food and guided tours of ACRS highlighting the programs our clients rely on. This special event celebrated a community-wide labor of love from staff, clients, donors and community members who contributed to the design of ACRS’ main office in the Rainier Valley.

ACRS opened the doors to the building in 2008, after a five-year planning and construction process. Former capital project director, John Chen Beckwith, recognized the importance of the project and said “ACRS is more than a building. It is a pre-eminent platform of all things that are important to the community.”

ACRS has become a second home to thousands of Asian Americans, Pacific Islanders and others in our region, where everyone from youth to elders can find hope, opportunity and voice. It is a safe and welcoming space where people can find support, community and a sense of belonging. From the entrance, to the culturally significant artwork found in every hallway – our communities are reflected, honored and celebrated. Beyond the buildings’ esthetic, its beauty is reflected in our compassionate staff, board, volunteers and clients.

A special thank you to ACRS’ volunteer art committee and donors, who helped curate art pieces representing communities we’ve begun to serve since 2008 including East African, Latinx/Hispanic, South Asian and Native American.

ACRS ART COMMITTEE

- Carina del Rosario
- Elisa Del Rosario
- Cora Edmonds
- Michelle Kumata
- Susan Kunimatsu
- Jocelyn Lui
- Linda Suyama
- Gary Tang
- Mayumi Tsutakawa
Dear Friends,

I write with a full and grateful heart to thank you for all your support of ACRS over the years, and to say goodbye as ACRS Executive Director. When I accepted the position in 1995, I remember telling Lori Matsukawa, KING 5 news anchor and incoming board president, that I planned to be here for the long haul. ACRS had been very fortunate to have had two longtime executive directors, David Okimoto and Theresa Fujiwara, who had served for most of the first half of ACRS’ 45 years in their roles, and had laid a strong and enduring foundation for the organization. I could not anticipate that 23 years later, I would still be privileged and proud to serve as executive director.

ACRS has seen tremendous growth over these years, growing from 76 staff to 270, from 135 volunteers to over 700, from 14,415 clients a year to reaching over 35,000, from service in 25 languages and dialects to service in 40 languages and dialects, from a budget of $3.3 million to over $20 million, from an organization with a strong local reputation to one that is nationally recognized. Thanks to many of you and our community and philanthropic, corporate, and government support, we built our first permanent home, a beautiful 82,000 square foot LEED certified green building full of culturally welcoming art and rooms designed for culturally competent service delivery, community organizing and civic engagement. Most importantly, it is filled with community members of all generations getting the support, services, skills and information they need to build better lives, better futures, and stronger communities with the help of amazing, caring staff and volunteers.

I have seen and led a lot of change over these years, with all of our ACRS board members, leadership team members, staff and volunteers, and great community partners, but one thing has never changed: ACRS’ commitment to social justice and to providing innovative, culturally competent and linguistically
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We are living in times of uncertainty. In the past week alone, the country has been shaken by news, first, of a man sending homemade pipe bombs to liberal politicians, then of a mass shooting in a synagogue in Pittsburgh. Such news serves as a stark reminder that we live in an increasingly divisive society, one in which we can no longer take our safety for granted. No one knows what to expect or how to prepare for an uncertain future. Who needs Halloween when every day it seems we are spooked by something new?

By the time you are reading this, we may already have a better picture of the state of affairs politically and economically. Still, it is understandable that people find staying updated on current events an overwhelming task these days. Many have refrained from using social media in order to avoid the endless barrage of negativity stemming from disagreements about the direction our country is headed. On the one hand, folks may want to make a difference by taking a stand on some of the issues that grab the headlines; on the other, keeping abreast of the development of these issues can leave them exhausted, helpless and anxious. And when they do not see a light at the end of the tunnel, avoidance can seem the only solution.

Add to that the expectations we get from work, family and relationships—all made inescapable by an appendage of the human body known as the cellphone—and you can imagine the suffocation one can feel under stress. We have become a nation of anxious people. And savvy businesses are quick to jump on the bandwagon to meet our needs.

Is it any wonder that cannabidiol (CBD) infused products are now flooding the market, touted as the elixir that relieves stress? Any surprise that float spas have sprung up all over town as the new go-to place to melt our tension away?

Even before these millennial pursuits appeared, there was no lack of means to find escape. Think about all manners of addiction—to drugs, food, shopping, sex, gambling, video games and, some say, digital devices—and often you will see that the behavior exists initially to help the person cope with, or avoid, emotional pains such as anxiety and trauma.

I would argue that some of us who feel compelled to keep our eyes and fingers on our cellphones while dining in restaurants or waiting in the doctor’s office are doing so due in part to some degree of FOMO (fear of missing out or FOMO) and/or social anxiety. But that is a wholly different subject for another day.

Why do so many of us feel a desperate urge to escape from anxiety? A major reason is that we label certain feelings as bad and therefore undesirable. Beginning in childhood, when we cry from pain or fear, we...
hear the soothing voices of our parents hushing us and telling us everything will be fine. Later we learn that we can always count on our friends to cheer us up when we are sad. All such well-meaning gestures, though vital to the development of a healthy sense of self, indicate to us that we should always put a stop to painful feelings. With time, some of us might even believe that we cannot handle intense “bad” feelings on our own.

Anxiety is one such undesirable emotion that, when left to fester, can keep us stuck in a vicious cycle. If you have experienced insomnia, you know firsthand how your anxiety amps up fairly quickly when you look at the time, thus making it harder for you to fall asleep. As a result, we want to banish anxiety so we can stop feeling on edge. Times of uncertainty inevitably bring anxiety. It is the fear of the unknown.

What if we have the capacity to tolerate, even accept, our anxiety? Accepting our anxiety does not mean that we resign ourselves to the status quo or to circumstance. It means that we understand that some things just are not within our control. We can accept our anxiety even as we continue to stand against the external causes of it.

What if we could see the part of us that is anxious and be curious about what it needs from us? Is it telling us to change something in our lives, whether it is to end toxic relationships, spend more time with people we care about, or re-prioritize our goals? Is it telling us we need to keep up, if not do better, in ensuring we leave a better world for our kids, one that is not ravaged by climate change, acts of violence, bitter sentiments and intolerance for those who are different from us?

Instead of eagerly pushing your anxiety out of your consciousness, take a moment to hear what it has to say. Then, picture your anxiety as a crying baby whom you now hold in your arms, gently rocking it while soothing its cries with your soft voice, and be with it for as long as it takes until it finds slumber.
We gratefully acknowledge the following gifts recorded in our system between April 2018 and November 2018.
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Anonymous Donors  •  Shareef Abdur-Rahman  •  Jessica Abenjar  •  Randi Abrams-Caras  •  Elizabeth Acorda  •  Noel Acosta  •  Shawna & Glenn Ader  •  Joseph Adriano  •  Adil Ahmad  •  Anapuli Aho  •  Kiran Ahuja  •  Seyi Akanni  •  Patricia Akyama  •  Adrian Ellis Alarilla  •  Rommel de Las Alas  •  Charisma Alex  •  Margaret Alexander  •  Dina Alhadeff  •  Claire Allen  •  Dan Allen  •  Karen Allman  •  Madison Alviar  •  John Amatruda  •  Kim Ambrose  •  Rana Aminim  •  Lauretta Elsie Anderson  •  Mark Anderson  •  The Hon. Marcine Anderson  •  Monica Anderson  •  Veronika Andrews  •  Angelina Golla Angeles  •  Wendy Antonich  •  Lisa Antoon  •  David & Karen Aoyama  •  Eileen Aparis  •  Angela Aphayvanh  •  Lisa Mar  •  A.J. Aquino  •  In memory of Bertha Tsuchiyu  •  Alejandro Aquino  •  Bernie & Wendy Aquino  •  In honor of Herb & Bertha Tsuchiyu  •  Joey Aquino  •  Joy Aquino  •  Sheldon Arakaki  •  Yolanda Ardena  •  Julie Arenivar  •  Dan Armijo  •  Georgiana Arnold  •  Christina Arkiassamy  •  Fe Arreola  •  Vicki Asakura  •  Nicole Asari  •  Steven “Puggy” Aspiras  •  Sam Assefa  •  Jeanniebeth Asuncion  •  Mafao a e Ata  •  Alysa Au  •  Tony W Au  •  Vanessa Au  •  Wai-Kit Au  •  Craig Bailey  •  Dorinda Baker  •  Sarah Baker  •  Kristi Bala  •  Alleen Balahadia  •  Colleen Balbatat  •  Vanessa Baltena  •  Jeremy Bareng  •  Teri Banquit  •  Joy Barker  •  Lele Barnett  •  Jorge Baron  •  Carolyn Barton  •  Kumi Yamamoto Baruffi  •  Maria Batayola  •  Teresita Batayola & Dionnie Dionisio  •  Jean Bateman  •  Dante Batengan  •  Sonia Bauduy  •  Stephen & Lynn Baum  •  Sherry Bayton  •  David Tetsuo Beer  •  Keiko Beer  •  Larry & Melissa Beer  •  Justine & Drew Beer Price  •  Steve Bell  •  Carter Belleau & Jocelyn Lui  •  Josh Belzman  •  Meredith Benesh  •  Shelly Bennett  •  Bill Tashima & Chris Bentley  •  Alexander Bergstrom  •  Leonard Berman  •  Gillianne Beyer  •  Pallavi Bhandarkar  •  Diane Bietla  •  Lori Bienhoff  •  Leela Billow  •  Jessica Blacknall  •  Jennifer Blackwood  •  Robert Blazer  •  Kimberly Blindheim  •  James Blissett  •  Valerie Bone  •  Megan Boone  •  Whitney Boswell  •  Phoepnna Bounceau  •  Marcy Bowers  •  Karen Box  •  Marie Bravo  •  Marilyn Breiding  •  Luisana Breton  •  Fumiko Kurose Bretzke  •  Rita Brogan  •  Joanne Bromwell  •  Jennifer Brower  •  Jennifer Brown  •  Robert Brown  •  Young Brown  •  Patti & Nancy Brown-Kemper  •  Jenna Bruce  •  Moonlight Bui  •  Quoc Bui  •  Susan Burke  •  Erin Burns  •  Vicki Butler  •  Uzma Butte  •  Richard Callah  •  Ann Callister  •  Nate Caminos  •  Eric Campbell  •  Kristian Campbell  •  Loriee Gloria Bedker Campbell  •  Patrick Campbell  •  Erika Canfield  •  Christopher Canlas  •  Linda Cannon  •  U.S. Senator Maria Cantwell  •  Catherine Captain  •  Michael Carley  •  Peter Carlin  •  Sabrina Carlin  •  Sean Carroll  •  Laura Casillas  •  Robert Casillas  •  Deborah Casso  •  CJ Castillo  •  Emilia Castillo  •  Mimi Castillo  •  Nori Lynn Catabay  •  Emma Catague  •  Amanda Catala  •  Mario Cava  •  Beth Chan  •  Chuck Chan  •  Hon-Wah Chan  •  Carmen Tsuboi Chan  •  Elizabeth & Mark Chan  •  Maia Chan  •  Mark Chan  •  Matthew & Gei Chan  •  Rebecca Chan  •  Korey Chang  •  Yapei Chang  •  Kim Chao  •  Louise Chao  •  Stella Chao  •  Dwayne Chapelle  •  Laurie Chapman  •  Courtney Chappell  •  Jacky-Yw Chau  •  Cam Che  •  Sinae Cheh  •  John Chen  •  Yi-Ling Chen  •  Betty Chen  •  Michelle Chen  •  Norman Cheuk & Mito Allfier  •  Francis Cheung  •  Quin Cheung  •  Rani & Karman Cheung  •  George Cheung  •  Gildas Cheung  •  Kerry & Ben Chew  •  Patti Chew  •  Ron Chew  •  Hong Chhuor & Robert Hass  •  Tina Chang  •  Yu-Ting Chen  •  Andrea Chin  •  Belinda Chin  •  Janine Chin  •  Joey Chin  •  Kristen Chin  •  Melanie Chin [Ridenour]  •  Nancy Chin  •  Betty Chinn  •  Christina Chin  •  Deanna Chin  •  Dorrienne Chin  •  Wilton Chinn  •  Adria Chiu  •  Alex Chiu  •  Jerry Chiu  •  Jane Cho  •  Melissa Cho  •  Paul Cho  •  Tammy Cho  •  The Hon. Martha Choe  •  Angelie Chong  •  Erica Chong  •  William Chong  •  Alicia Chou  •  Nancy Chou  •  Katty & Chiu Chow  •  The Hon. Mark Chow  •  Selina Chow  •  Alan Chun  •  Daniel Chun  •  Cuong Chong  •  Erica Chong  •  Karen Chung  •  Linda Chung  •  Ok-Kyun Chung  •  Frank Louis Cikutovich  •  Victoria Clareavall  •  Anne Xuan Clark  •  Melanie Coages  •  The Hon. Linda Coburn  •  Barbara Cohen  •  Christina Coleman  •  April Coman  •  Jennifer Conn  •  Beihua Conover  •  King County Executive Dow Constantine  •  Maya Copesy  •  Saul Trarn Cornwall  •  Corsilles Family  •  Molly Cossette  •  Dave Cotter  •  Le-Vy Craig  •  Michael Lee Craig  •  Ryan Crawford  •  Phil Crean & Cora Edmonds  •  Nicholas Crowson  •  Sian Cullen  •  Abby Freeman Cummings  •  Donna Cunningham  •  Florence & Benjamin Curtis  •  Stan Dahlin  •  Tommy Daly  •  Don D’Amore  •  Chau Dang  •  Chi Dang  •  Hung Dang  •  Lucy Dang  •  Rachtha Dang  •  Mary Daniel  •  Jon Dankworth  •  Yonne Darrow  •  Lisa Daugaard  •  Daryl Daugs  •  Councilmember Leslie Daugs  •  Daniel Davila Rodriguez  •  Stan Davis  •  Linda Day  •  Policarpo De Cano II  •  G De Castro  •  Arlene De Guzman  •  Riza De Jesus  •  David DeCaro  •  Carina del Rosario  •  Marlene Dela Rosa  •  David Della & Odette Polintan  •  Catherine Dolostrinos  •  Celeste Dolostrinos  •  Stan Dello  •  Stacy DeRuiter  •  John Descher  •  Yeni DEX  •  Pia Dey  •  Pratt Dey  •  Charles DiBetta  •  Lisa Dickinson  •  Amy Diep  •  Brandon Dilbeck  •  Jim Dillon  •  Jean Dinh  •  Mark Dionne  •  Kazumi Divens-Cogez  •  Trista Do  •  Zung Do  •  Duane Dobrowits  •  Clara Doctoler  •  Neida Doctoler  •  Carlos Domiguez  •  Meredith Dorrance  •  Joshua Doull  •  Joe
Donor Recognition (cont.)

In-Kind Community Supporters

5th Avenue Theatre • ACT • Patricia Akヤヤマ & Dave Larsen • Karen Maeda Allman • Chris Aoki Golf • Frank Apodany • Arcaro Boxing • Lele Barnett • Barre 3 Seattle • Binko Bisbee of Kobo for the Performing Arts • Joel Butler, MW • Capitol Cider • Chateau Ste. Michelle • Jacky Chau • Jean Chen • Matthew & Amy Chen • Helen Chiang • Chihuly Studio • Chinese Baptist Church • Chin Music Press • Patrick’s Café and Bakery • City Produce Company • Comcast Service Center • Comcast NBC Universal • Creature Comforts • Clara Doctolero, PsyD • Derek & Juiling Edmonds • Elliott Bay Book Company • Expedia • Feast Buffet • Michael Flor & Elisa Del Rosario • Jamie Ford • Joby Glass • Louie Gong • Rob Harris & Chelsey Owen • Rhein Haus • Heavy Restaurant Group • Hing Hay Coworks • Kay Hirai, Studio 904 • Hood Famous Bake Shop • Candace Inagi • Industrial Revolution • Kris Jackson • Gertrude Jones • Kan Flowers • Andrew Kim • Dr. Lina Kim • Jason & Jenny Koh • Gail Komorita • Tina Leung • Karen Levites • Andrew Liu • Stan Liu • Bettie Luke • Gillian Martin • Adele Maruo & John Lowrance • Jason & Molly Mesnick • Microsoft • Momo • Montalcino Ristorante Italiano • BJ Montoya Violin Studio • Optimism Brewery • Panera, LLC • Pepsi Beverages Company • Irene Plosky • Anita Rodgers • Tawn Koua Saetern • Seattle Commissary Kitchen • Seattle Asian American Film Festival • Seven Star Women’s Kung Fu • Gloria Shin • Nadine Shimura • Silver Cloud Hotel • Southwest Airlines • Starbucks Reserve Roastery • Swedish Hospital First Hill Campus • Sweet Iron Waffles • Terry’s Kitchen • Top Pot Doughnuts • Than Tran • Trang-Thu Tran • Uwajimaya • Viet Wah Asian Food Co. Ltd. • Village Theatre • Michael Wang • Western Glove Works • Wing Luke Museum • Wismettac • Kiki Wolfkill • Juliana Wong • Stewart Wong • Woodland Park Zoo • Yogasmith • Youth Theatre Northwest
Continued from pg. 2

Over the next year, I look forward to meeting with and listening to our community, ethnic and faith-based partners who are working on the frontlines with ACRS at the local, regional, state and national levels, our elected officials, leaders and members of our Asian Pacific Islander Coalition, along with our business, academic and philanthropic partners. To better understand and appreciate how the organization makes such an incredible difference in the lives of so many people, I will spend time with our staff, board, donors, volunteers and those who are served by ACRS’ programs and services. The future will be full of many one-on-one conversations, community discussions about the key policy issues and priorities, and other opportunities to work together on shared values.

As ACRS moves forward into the next 45 years and beyond, we will continue to advance immigrant and refugee rights; AAPI engagement and inclusion in the upcoming Census; protection of AAPI and other vulnerable communities disproportionately impacted by unhealthy air quality and global warming threatening the homelands of our people from the Pacific Islands; law enforcement reform and police accountability to ensure our communities feel safe and experience improved police relations; and other emerging issues that directly impact our community.

Just as Diane worked hard to defend and protect the services, programs and rights long fought for by our community, I am committed to doing the same. The resilience and resolve of this amazing community are strengths stemming from our roots. Together, we will ensure that we uphold and protect our American values of democracy, equity, fairness, diversity and civil and human rights. Together, we will prevail and create a brighter future free of hatred, bigotry, racism, and homophobia. I look forward to the opportunity to work with you.

With deep gratitude and respect,

Michael Byun
Executive Director

Continued from pg. 15

accessible services for our community’s most vulnerable members; to being a safe and welcoming space for all generations of our community to work together and strengthen our community. Our founders’ vision of a place where our community could call home, is something we have never lost sight of. I know ACRS’ new executive director, Michael Byun, shares this vision and deep commitment to our community. I know he will bring his compassionate and seasoned leadership and take ACRS to the next level of organizational development to be an even better resource to our community and our partners. I know he will make us all proud, and I look forward to ACRS’ continuing evolution. The best is yet to come.

With profound gratitude for all that you have done for ACRS and our community,

Diane Narasaki
Executive Director, 10/23/95 – 12/2/18
COMING JUNE 22, 2019

For sponsorship or event information, please contact: events@acrs.org

PLEASE ALSO SUPPORT

4th Annual Lunar New Year 5K Walk & Run - Year of the Pig
Shoreline Interurban Trail
February 24, 2019 | ichs.com/5K
Asian Counseling and Referral Service (ACRS) complies with applicable Federal civil rights laws and does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability, gender identity or sexual orientation. ACRS does not exclude people or treat them differently because of race, color, national origin, age, disability, gender identity or sexual orientation.

ACRS:
- Provides free aids and services to people with disabilities to communicate effectively with us, such as:
  - Qualified sign language interpreters
  - Written information in other formats (large print, audio, accessible electronic formats, other formats)
- Provides free language services to people whose primary language is not English, such as:
  - Qualified interpreters
  - Information written in other languages

If you need these services, contact ACRS Front Desk Staff or a representative in the program that provides you service.

If you believe that ACRS has failed to provide these services or discriminated in another way on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability, gender identity or sexual orientation, you can file a grievance with: ACRS Civil Rights Coordinator – ACRS Compliance Officer, 3639 Martin Luther King Jr. Way S, Seattle, WA 98144, (206) 774-2409, WA Relay (800) 833-6384, Fax (206) 695-7606, compliance@acrs.org. You can file a grievance in person or by mail, fax, or email. If you need help filing a grievance, the ACRS Compliance Officer is available to help you.

You can also file a civil rights complaint with the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Office for Civil Rights, electronically through the Office for Civil Rights Complaint Portal, available at https://ocrportal.hhs.gov/ocr/portal/lobby.jsf, or by mail or phone at:


If you would no longer like to receive ACRS News or if you have an address correction, please email info@acrs.org with your name, mailing address and request.